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	This publication is a landmark work commemorating the centennial of Alois Alzheimer's discovery of what would be known as Alzheimer's disease (AD). The centennial of Alois Alzheimer's original description of the disease that would come to bear his name offers a vantage point from which to commemorate the seminal discoveries in the field. It traces how the true importance of AD as the major cause of late life dementia ultimately came to light and narrates the evolution of the concepts related to AD throughout the years and its recognition as a major public health problem, with an estimated 30-40 million people affected by AD today. To identify the breakthroughs, the editors have used citation analysis, landmark papers identified by current researchers, and drew upon their own experience and insights. This process took into account the perspectives of individuals who recall the impact of findings at the time they were made, as well as of scientists today who have the advantage of hindsight in weighing the lasting influence of these findings. Because modern AD research was triggered by the seminal work of Tomlinson, Blessed, and Roth some four decades ago, it is particularly fortunate that the vast majority of these milestone authors are still with us.


	IOS Press is an international science, technical and medical publisher of high-quality books for academics, scientists, and professionals in all fields.


	Some of the areas we publish in:


	-Biomedicine

	-Oncology

	-Artificial intelligence

	-Databases and information systems

	-Maritime engineering

	-Nanotechnology

	-Geoengineering

	-All aspects of physics

	-E-governance

	-E-commerce

	-The knowledge economy

	-Urban studies

	-Arms control

	-Understanding and responding to terrorism

	-Medical informatics

	-Computer Sciences
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Computer NetworkNew Age Publications, 2009

	Welcome to the world of ‘Information Technology’ if you aren’t already there, that is. In this chapter you will go through the routine procedure of learning about the basic working concept of communications, and also various communication systems.


	Unlike the other computer networking books, this book is organized...
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Network Security Technologies, Second EditionCRC Press, 1970
Network Security Technologies, Second Edition presents key security technologies from diverse fields, using a hierarchical framework that enables understanding of security components, how they relate to one another, and how they interwork. The author delivers a unique presentation of major legacy, state-of-the-art, and emerging network security...
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Borland C++ Builder: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2001
The Most Comprehensive Guide to Borland C++ Builder

Learn to build high-powered applications quickly and easily with help from this in-depth guide. Inside you'll find comprehensive coverage of the entire C++ language and the C++ Builder integrated development environment (IDE). This incomparable reference is divided into four...
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Rework: Change The Way You Work ForeverVermilion, 2010

	From the founders of the trailblazing software company 37signals, here is a different kind of business book - one that explores a new reality. Today, anyone can be in business. Tools that used to be out of reach are now easily accessible. Technology that cost thousands is now just a few pounds or even free. Stuff that was impossible just a...
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IP Routing FundamentalsCisco Press, 1999
A comprehensive ntroduction to routing concepts and protocols in IP networks.

	Comprehensive review of the operational mechanics of today's leading routing protocols, including IGRP, EIGRP, OSPF, RIP, and RIP-2
	Detailed explanation of IP addressing, including classful and classless addresses, subnetting,...
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Optimizing Hadoop for MapReducePackt Publishing, 2014

	This book is the perfect introduction to sophisticated concepts in MapReduce and will ensure you have the knowledge to optimize job performance. This is not an academic treatise; it's an example-driven tutorial for the real world.


	Overview

	
		Optimize your MapReduce job performance
	...
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